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Black and silver walls filled with bookshelves and Slytherin house pride objects
locked Draco in his room with no way out. A giant bed drowned in black and
grey was right next to the only place that remembered something similar to
freedom. That was the only place he actually liked. The only place in that
horrible manner of his he could feel comfortable. That place was a small sofa in
front of a big window, with its back turned to the dark brown wooden door. That
place was where Draco was, closed for everything and most importantly
everyone.
Draco grew in that manner, but that didn't feel like home for him. The firsts
steps, the first word, the first tear but not the first smile neither the first hug.
That was his house but not his home. He didn't really have a home. Neither
Hogwarts felt like home. In there, he was forced to be his father by his father.
He had to be rude and hate everyone but Slytherins. Draco had to call people by
names he didn't even like and the worst part is that he did everything just to
make his father proud but seriously that will never happen until the day he kills
someone and graves the Dark Mark on his left arm.
"Draco, sweetheart, where are you?" Draco heard his mother call from
somewhere close. She was the only person he loved. But even though he didn't
want to see her right now.
"Draco?" He burned himself in the sofa.
The footsteps were closer. "Sweetheart, I'm starting to get worried!" He burned
himself in the sofa a little more as if that worked.
A door was unlocked and Narcissa Malfoy found Draco in the sofa.
"There you are! I already bought your school supplies. I'm going to tell Hinky to
bring it to you." She started to leave. "Draco?" Narcissa stopped in the middle of
the room.
"Yes, mother" He replied.
"I-I love you." She continued walking. "And your school starts in a week."
She walked out of the room living Draco with his own thoughts about how boring
the school will be and how sad people will be with Granger's death, although he
was relieved that Granger wouldn't bother him anymore.
Hogwarts, another place to leave but not another home.
Warmful atmosphere filled the air and everything seemed relaxed but I was
everything but that. Anxious? I'm much more than that. Happy? I can say I am.
Relaxed or calm? NOOOO!!!
I woke up already nervous. How couldn't I be? The first day at a completly new
school without knowing anyone! Being RESORTED!! And if I turn out to be in a
house I don't fit in!?
Enough. Now I'm overreacting! Just calm down and everything will be fine,
simply fine!
I heard footsteps coming closer and a nock on the door. The door opened and I
saw my sister standing there with a big smile on her face. I couldn't help it but
smile too.
"Ready for the new year, sis?" She asked. Heading to my wardrobe, already. We
usually choose each other's clothes for the first day at school. That's a tradition
we invented when I went to Ilvermorny: we choose each other's clothes according
to our style and then we wear it.
It was what we decided so then, in some weird and ridiculous way, I could be
connected to the muggle world and my sister to the wizard one. So, that day I
wore my sister's wardrobe.
A black skirt and a grey shirt. She told me to put the shirt under the skirt and
then she gave me a pair of black shoes and black socks. It all suited me very well
actually!
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"Now it's my turn! You have to promise to wear it! Ok? Keep it and
wear it on your first day, even if it's only on the twelfth of
September!"
"I promise! As always!" She smiled and hugged me as if there was no
tomorrow. We can argue but we still love each other a lot.
We went to her bedroom ( a black and white one ). As I tried to find
something that suits my style she made her bed.
"Are you sure it's fine for me to go... you know... once grandmum is
ill?" I asked tossing some blue jeans to the bed.
"We've talked about this, Mia. It's fine! You have to take care of your
own world and we take care of ours!" She said with an annoyed voice.
"I know, but I can stay here this year and then go to Hogwarts. You
know I'm only twelve and the rest is thirteen which means I should be
in the second." I picked up a white shirt and tossed it to the bed.
"Yes, but you have already done the second year. So you go and we
stay. I'll make sure grandma feels great when you come back, little
sister." She picked up the clothes and tossed them to a chair so then
she wouldn't forget them.
"But-"
"No buts! Now let me choose my clothes while you have breakfast. You
don't want to be late! Hurry up."
"And you say that to me! Normally you're the one who's always late!" I
said as I walked out of the room.
"Bye, mum." I hugged my mum in front of Kings Kross Station.
"Bye, daddy. And take care of mum and Leonor." I hugged him, too.
And finally: "Bye, sis. Promise me you'll take care of everyone for me!
Ok?"
"As I said, don't worry! We'll see you at Christmas."
My mum was crying as if I died in some car crash and my father was
holding her, as usual.
"My little girl! How can these people send their children to an
unknown school! If something happens to you I will kill those people."
My mum said between sobs.
We all hugged once more and one by one they were going back to the
car.
It always breaks me when they left. It's like some part of my heart is
stolen from me. And that part is the one which makes me sane.
Best thing in Hogwarts until now: we can owl are parents.
Nine and three quarters. Where is it? I've been here and the only
thing similar to it I remember is platform nine and ten. Hmmm....
OMG! HOW COULD I FORGET??? It's the wall between those two
platforms!!!
I walked to platform nine and ten and stand still until I saw a family
pass through the wall. I was right!!!! I knew it was a great idea to read
'Hogwarts: A History'.
I made sure no one was watching me and ran through the wall. It's
quite a strange feeling actually. But I can't say I don't like it. It's like
entering some kind of portal.
Nine and three quarters, there it was! The fog was everywhere, so I
couldn't see that much.
Snow Star was in my lap as I was walking. He is so sweet! I still don't
get why that counter was so impressed I was holding my cat! He is
always so calm. I love him!
I was checking what I had to do when suddenly I bumped into
someone. My hands were pressing against his chest to keep my balance
and he was holding me so then I wouldn't fall.
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""What were you saying?" a masculine voice asked with a smirk, right
when Snow Star started to growl.
"I'm so sorry! Thank you for not letting me fall." I took my hand off of
his chest when the fog started to fade.
"No problem." He said in a sweet tone. I could see a scar on his head. It
had the shape of a lightning bolt.
"I'm Mariana Chase." I kept my mother's surname. "But people call me
Mia, Miana or simply M once my name it's quite difficult to say
correctly."
"I'm Ron Weasley and I bet you know who my friend is." A red-headed
boy asked me as if his friend was a star and everyone should know his
name. Unfortunately, I didn't know. Ron was taller than me and the
other boy was the same high I was.
"No, I don't know his name." I stated simply. Snow Star was still on my
lap and he was still growling. His grey eyes were placed in Ron's hands
where a rat was hiding.
"Wow! You must be new here then." The boy I didn't know the name
said.
"I am." I raised an eyebrow. "Do you have a problem with it?"
"No! No. Don't get us wrong! It's just that by now you should be
throwing yourself at him." Ron pointed at his friend.
"Should! You mean I should be doing this?" My British accent changed
to an American one and I threw myself on the boy's arms. "OMG! I was
like caught by some hot guy! I have to like tell all my BFFs! OMG!" I
stopped and returned to the British accent with a raised eyebrow.
"Ok. Maybe we aren't helping. Let's start again." He reached out to
shake his hand. "I'm Harry Potter and this is my friend Ron Weasley."
He smiled strongly.
After a second I shook his hand and smiled half a smile.
I looked at the clock on the wall and it said 10:58.
"I better get going. See you guys." I stated simply and Snow Star
calmed a bit.
Harry grabbed my wrist and turned me to face them. "And if you come
with us? I and Ron usually get a compartment just for us two. You
could tell us the story of your difficult name and we could tell you
why I'm so famous here. What do you think?" He let go of my wrist
and smiled. The other guy, Ron, didn't seem as happy as Harry,
especially because of my docile cat.
"Okay. I guess you don't bite." I smiled shyly. That was when Ron
muttered something to Harry, but the only thing I could get was
something about replacing someone way too soon. What are they
talking about?
The train honked and we got into it. Snow Star was on my lap with the
eyes fixed in Ron's rat and Harry and Ron were by my side like some
golden trio.
Harry, Ron and I were walking down the train trying to find a
compartment. I didn't know I could get to know someone so easily!!
"So... How old are you?" Harry asked breaking the silence which was
surrounding us.
"I'm twelve, but-" They stopped when they spotted a blond, almost
white, haired figure who was taller than Ron. He was with two blackhaired boys. I could say one was fat and the other was the opposite.
At the beginning, I didn't understand why Harry and Ron stopped and
stared really angry at the-boys-I-didn't-know-the-names backs, but
then...
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""What do think you're doing, awful accuses of humans?" I asked
angrier than I have ever been.
"And who gave you the right to talk to me?" The blond-haired boy
asked as if he was the king of everything turning to face me. He was
handsome but really evil too. I could tell he was the leader. "Ohhh, I
see! Potter and Weasel have brainwashed you already. I know you
know me so there's no need to tell you my name." He said with a
smirk.
What is it with people thinking everyone has to know their names!!!
For God's sake!
"I don't need them to tell me that what you and your clones are doing
it's wrong. And nooo, I don't know your name." I hissed and I stepped
forward to a first-year-old kid who was behind him with bloodshot
eyes and wet cheeks. What kind of person can torture a child???
"Hi!" My British accent was softer now. "My name is Mia. What did he
do to you?" By this time Harry and Ron were shooked, the awful
accuses of humans were staring at me with wide eyes and lots of
students were surrounding us.
"He-he- HE CALLED ME A MUDBLOOD!" The little boy started to
cry, my face darkened and that was when Harry reacted.
"You don't change, do you, Malfoy?" Harry and Ron returned to the
world angrily and tears were forming in their eyes. They took off their
wands and that was when I reacted.
"Don't, guys. He is not worth it. Let's go." I said as they lowered their
wands.
Malfoy smirked. "Obviously! Do what she says. At least she has more
brain than you."
I took the little one by his hand. "Don't hear what he says, he's only
the kind of person with a poor mind who needs to call people names to
feel better. Believe me, don't waste your time with those people. Now,
go talk to your friends." I said with an emotionless expression but with
a sweet voice.
"Hey, you can't call me that!" Malfoy hissed with venom while he
grabbed my wrist, turned me to face him and Snow Star fall to the
floor.
"And you can't call muggle-borns mudbloods." My face could say what
I was feeling: hatred and anger. I managed to take my wrist what of his
touch.
"My father will hear about this!" He said pointing a thinger at me.
"And what? You're going to tell your father that a Mudblood-" I made
sure he could here I was muggle-born. "-managed to put you on your
place." I raised an eyebrow. "The world doesn't turn your turn."
That was the last thing we said to each other before I walked through
the crowd with Snow Star, Harry and Ron following me.
We found a compartment but there was a person already there. It was
an adult and he was sleeping.
"This is the only compartment which is not full," Harry said walking
in. I, Ron and Snow Star followed him.
"Who is he?" Ron asked.
I looked at his trunk which was placed above his head in those little
places where we have to put our bags like in an aeroplane.
"Professor Remus Lupin." I stated.
"How do you know?" Ron was actually surprised.
"It's written in his trunk."
We set down and stayed in silence for a while.
Suddenly the train got colder and the windows froze. Professor Lupin
burned himself in the blankets. Sad thoughts and memories came
swimming to my mind.
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"What is happening?" The lights came out and I couldn't get my self
out of bad memories. I thought about my grandmother's death, one of
my worst fears.
"I don't know" Ron seemed worried by his tone of voice. "Do we wake
the professor up?"
I didn't have time to answer that. A black and hideous figure appeared
in our compartment and turned to Harry. I was panicking by now.
That was when the professor woke up.
"Expecto Patronum." The teacher yelled and a white light was born in
his wand.
That figure was gone and the lights started to appear again. Harry
fainted and was now lying on the floor.
Do these things normally happen in the UK?
"Harry, Harry, wake up." Professor Lupin knew Harry's name! Ok,
maybe he was famous.
Harry opened his eyes and a breath, I didn't know I was holding,
escaped from my mouth. I laid down next to Harry. "Thank God you're
ok, Harry!"
"Eat this. It's chocolate. It will help." Harry did as such. "Do you know
what that was?" He asked.
Bad memories and thoughts, instantiation cold and chocolate as a cure.
"Dementors in the Hogwarts Express? How...." I looked at Professor
Lupin.
"Exactly. Do you know Sirius Black?" I nodded. I saw his poster of
wanted in Diagon Alley. "The Ministry thinks he is after Harry and
Dumbledore agreeds."
Now was Ron's turn to talk. "Dumbledore is Hogwarts' Headmaster and
the cleverest wizard I know."
"I know that. I read it in Hogwarts: A History." They smiled a sad
smile at my statement.
The rest of the day was passed by talking about Dementers, Hogwarts
and Professor Dumbledore forgetting to talk about our lives.
Draco's PovThe Dementors scared me to hell and back! How could my father let
that happen?
I was in my compartment, after the argument, talking to those
brainless Slytherins my father makes me call them friends and
thinking of something I could do against that I-Don't-Know-Who when
sudden cold buried us.
Memories I didn't want to remember about my father abusing me. Bad
thoughts about me and my mum being murdered by the Dark Lord.
That was awful or worse... HIDEOUS!!!!
The train stopped. Right after I got off of my compartment I was
caught by arms which crushed my bones until they turned to dust.
"Pansy...." I said to an annoyed ton. It's not that I don't like her, it's
just... I think she is a bit futile. But as I always do I pretended we were
boyfriend and girlfriend. "Girl, I missed you!"
"I know you did Drakee-boo!!" She stopped hugging me and looked me
straight in the eyes. "You're not lying, are you? Did you find another
girl that's not me? I KNEW IT! Tell me who she is! I'LL KILL-"
I kissed her to stop her annoying voice from tormenting me. Ugh! How
I hate being me!!! "No, love. It was and it will always be just you."
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"Good! Let's go to the Great Hall. The sorting ceremony is almost
beginning. I've heard that the new girl who was with Scar-head and
Weasel and argued with you is going to be sorted first before the first
years." The good thing about Pansy is she always knows every gossip at
school so that's how I know everything either. "I bet she's not going to
be a Slytherin or otherwise she wouldn't be with those two-" I didn't
hear the rest. I returned to my thoughts about I-Don't-Know-Who. If I
wanted to take her down I needed to know more about her.
After the ride to Hogwarts, we all set in the Slytherin table waiting for
everyone to start.
After five minutes, I could hear THE trio talking to each other about
the new Professor of Defense Against The Dark Arts, chocolate and
Dementors
"Did you know Harry fainted because of a Dementor? I've heard the
new girl was really worried about him. Some people say-" Here it is. I
could use Potter to get to her.
"Hi, everyone!" Dumbledore started doing a speech. "Last year we lost
a very important student: Hermione Granger. The brightest witch of
her age, she fought with honour and dignity, until her very end. So
please let's take a moment of silence in the honour of Hermione Jean
Granger." I didn't know her middle name was Jean. I guess we were
never too close to get to know each other better. I looked around to see
Potter and Weasley with their heads down nearly crying. "Thank you
all. We have a new student at Hogwarts. She is going to attend the
third year, but she's only twelve. Make sure she feels welcome! Come
here, Miss Chase." Chase got up from the place she was sitting in. I
could say she forgot about the sorting ceremony because the calm
features of her face turned to pale colours and worry.
Mariana's PovGood, God! I totally forgot! During the trip, we only talked about
Dementors, Harry, Sirius Black and chocolate!! I didn't even
remember I was in a different school!!!
I walked through the curious eyes of the students. I could hear some
whispers about what happened on the train. GOOD! Now the whole
school knows me! Just brilliant! Not...
"Don't show you are worried." I whispered more to me than to anyone
else.
Professor Dumbledore continued speaking when I reached the top,
what felt like ages. "She was from Ilvermorny. She was sorted into
Thunderbird and now she can be sorted into either Gryffindor," Every
Gryffindor clapped furiously and Harry and Ron were silently
encouraging me. "Ravenclaw," The Ravenclaws looked like they saw a
ghost. I tried to hold my laugh."Hufflepuff" The Hufflepuffs seemed
all very happy. "or Slytherin." They weren't much of a friendly kind,
but my eyes stopped on that evil creature. Our eyes locked. Like the
furious sea and the invincible fire, grey met brown. The warm voice of
Professor Dumbledore turned me back to the real life. "Professor
McGonagall, will you do the oners?"
"As usual." An old woman wearing glasses came in my direction. "You'll
sit on that chair" She pointed at an old chair with three legs. "And I'll
place the Sorting Hat on your head."
I did as told. When she placed the Sorting Hat on my head a voice
filled my mind.
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"Hmm. Difficult, very difficult indeed. Hmmm." What the bloody hell?
Is the hat talking to me? Not that I'm surprised. It's the wizarding
world we are talking about but.... "Intelligence and wisdom. Maybe
Ravenclaw but... No, I don't think it will have much to teach you.
Hmm. You're hard to define, little witch." Funny thing! Even in
Ilvermorny, I was difficult to be sorted into a house. I was somewhere
between Thunderbird and Horned Serpent. "You're brave and bold.
You like adventure, don't you? Hmmm. This had never taken me so
long!!" God, now I'm nervous! Wasn't this suppose to tell me where I
was supposed to be? "You're a little bit cunning and you're kind but
you are more brave and wise than kind and cunning. I guess it's up to
you!" I looked at Harry and Ron as if telling where I wanted to be. "If
you want it then. GRYFFINDOR!!!" It shouted the last name and I
went back to sit with Ron and Harry. The whole Gryffindor table was
cheering and that felt just like home.
"What did took you so long?" Ron asked.
"How long did it take?" I asked in surprise.
"About seven minutes." A red-headed boy started to be cut off by his
twin.
"Mia, these are Fred and George, my old brothers." Ron answered.
"You have so much to learn about Hogwarts!!" Harry looked really
happy that I was with them.
I wanted to ask them about Hermione Granger but just not right now.
They seemed so sad when her name was mentioned. I don't want to be
the reason why those awesome smilies disappear from their faces. I'll
ask them later.
During the sorting ceremony, I, Harry and Ron were trying to guess
who was going to each house. I used to do that in Ilvermorny with my
friends. We were from the same house, Thunderbird, and we called
our selves S. T, it means Simply Thunder.
It describes us very well: Lila was the kind one, she was always ready
to help everyone; Tom was the most handsome boy at school which
meant he could do whatever he wanted and with that I mean to get
information about everything and everyone; I was the smartest and
the most sensible one so I was the one who was always making plans
and answering every riddle without getting into trouble; James was the
most courageous and brave so he used to decide what we were going to
do. We used to be the bravest, the most powerful, the most famous and
the wisest quartet at Ilvermorny. Gosh, how I miss them!
When the sorting ceremony ended, Professor Dumbledore started to do
a speech again. Maybe because of the Dementors? 'Welcome to
Hogwarts, everyone! I would like to say a few things before we start
eating.' Ron growled at his statement. He must LOVE food to be this
angry with the professor. 'As you, all must know, Sirius Black, the
wanted prisoner that escaped from Azkaban, is somewhere out there.
Some of you must be asking if the trips to Hogsmeade will continue. I
and the rest of the professors agreed in letting you go but only with
the supervision of a teacher. ' Everyone clapped but Harry. I knew
only thirteen old kids on the third year could go and, as you know, I'm
twelve so I'm only permitted to go when I turn thirteen in February.
My parents signed the paper so I'm pretty sure I'm going. Why would
Harry be sad? Maybe his parents didn't let him go because they were
afraid of Sirius. 'Now, it's totally forbidden to go to the Forbidden
Forest and firsts and seconds years can't leave the castle. Classes will
start on Monday and Quidditch games will start in a month. With no
more delays...let the fist.....begin!' He didn't even mention the
Dementors!
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'Supported!' Harry shouted. Food appeared among with orange juice
and water.
'That's how we talk!' Ron screamed shoving as many foods as he could
to his golden plate.
I laughed a little before starting eating politely.
'So, Mia do you play Quidditch?' Ron asked with his mouth fool of
chicken.
'Hmm. Not really. I'm not really into sports. You see?'
'Ahhh I almost forgot to ask! Harry, you're coming to Hogsmeade,
right?' Ron's eyes got bigger within a second waiting for Harry's
answer.
'Of course, I am! Surely MacGonagal will sign the paper for me.' Harry
said but I could see he doubted his words. Ron and I glared him with
different expressions. Mine said 'You know it must be your parents
signing up, don't you?' and Ron's said 'It's better you can do it or
otherwise I'll have to go without you!!!'
Harry insisted. 'I have to try! If I don't I'll be the only one staying
here!'
'Well, not the only one. I'll have to stay here until I'm thirteen. I'm in
the third year but I'm not thirteen.' I saw confused looks on their
faces. 'In Ilvermorny we o to school with ten years.' I smiled a shy
smile as they confused expressions turned into the normal ones.
'At least if I can't go I'll have you.'
'And me, Harry? How am I going to stay alive? I will only have Mai to
go with me and yet she's only going in February.'Ron stopped eating
for a while. I looked at the Headmaster, Professor Dumbledore and
remembered the wanted prisoner.
'Hey, guys. What did Sirius Black do to be in such a bad situation?'
'Well.' Ron engulfed a whole chicken leg. 'He killed a lot of people for
once, in front of muggles, and...'
'Muggles?' I asked. I think in Ilvermorny we call it differently. 'You
mean No-Majs, right?'
Now was Harry and Ron's time to be confused but Harry was the one
who spooks up. 'Ahh. In London, we call humans who can't do magic
muggles.'
'Well, where was I? Hmmm yeah. He killed one of his friends and
betrayed Harry's family. He was the one who told You-Know-Who
Voldemort where Harry lived. Everyone thinks he's a Death Eater. It
took ages for the ministry to solve this whole situation. Now Sirius
Black is after Harry and out there somewhere.' Ron took a sip of
pumpkin juice. Wow, that's really bad, but...
'Hmm... Who's You-Know-Who and what has Harry to with him?'
'You-Know-Who is Voldemort.' Ron shuddered 'Seriously, Ron, Grow
up. When I was a baby, Voldemort came to my house. He wanted to
kill me but my mum sacrificed herself for me and my parents died
instead of me. Voldemort tried to kill me but he didn't succeed and
instead gave me this scar.' Harry pointed to his scar. 'People say he
died but Dumbledore believes he stills alive but he's too weak to fight.'
'Now I get it why I should know your name.' I stated simply.
'My turn to ask.' Ron said.
'What do you want to know?' I ate a slice of pizza.
Ron didn't have time to ask. A red-headed boy came near us.
'Hi, I'm Percy Weasley, the Head Boy. The password to enter the
Gryffindor common room is Fortuna Major. Have a good year.' I was
99.99% sure he decorated that speech.
'Yap. He's my brother.' Ron muttered more to him than to anyone else.
I found that quite funny.
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The previous food turned into desert. It had lots of meals I couldn't
describe without wasting an hour, at least. I couldn't eat more anyway.
We all finished eating and headed to the common room. There was a
painting which asked the password, I think they called it 'The Fat
Lady', although I thought it was rude. I was really tired so I went to
my dormitory. I was sharing it with Parvati Patil and with Lavender
Brown. Those two were a bit futile but I think I can handle it.
It was Saturday and school will start on Monday so Harry and Ron are
going to show me around and tell me everything I have to know to
survive at Hogwarts. I still want to go to the library to read some of
the books before school actually starts and I have to go get my TimeTurner or otherwise, I will be missing classes.
When I woke up, Lavender was snoring and Parvati was still dreaming.
I didn't want to wake them up. I tried to be quiet and decided that I
was going to the common room. Maybe someone was already there,
right?
I decided to wear a lazy and comfy outfit, so I wore black jeans, a grey
jumper, and black converse. I made a messy ponytail and headed to
the common room.
Inside, but really deep inside, I already expected that there was no
one there at six and a half in the morning. I went straight to my
bedroom last night. I guess the rest of the people only went to bed at
midnight or something like that.
What do I do now? Obvious: I'm going to read! But I didn't bring
anything with me! Good! The best thing that could ever happen!
I think I'll have to discover the library myself then.
Draco's PovI wake up to see Blaise, my best friend, snoring my ears away. He has
to have a problem! No one can actually snore that much. UGHHHH! I
can't take it anymore!
I trough a pillow at him. 'Wake up! You're driving my perfect mind
insane!!!' He didn't wake up, so I got up, got dressed and went to the
common room. Maybe I could sleep there or make my plans.
As I stepped into the common room I saw all the broken glasses and
bottles from last night's party. Yeah! That was some kind of a party!
One thing was certain. I couldn't sleep or plan here! For God's sake!
When are the house elves going to clean up this mess? As I thought
that a small green creature with big bright eyes, big sharped ears and
with a big nose that almost touched its lips appeared.
'Greeny is sorry, master. I'll clean this in an instant.' At my house, I
have to pretend to hate them but here, with no one watching, I can be
nice to them.
'Don't worry. I won't stay here. Take your time. The rest of the
Slytherins will only wake at midday. Believe me.' I smiled which made
the house elf relax and smile too.
'Thanks, Master.'
I walked out the room. Where can I go where no one is going at seven
in the morning? The Great Hall is closed. The library! No, I'm not
allowed to be there. It's like I care! No one goes there unless they need
to do an essay for homework and I bet every house had a party so no
one is awake anyway. The library is, then.
When I was about to turn to the library I saw someone's shadow
entering it. No way there was someone awake! I bet it was some
Hufflepuff. They don't usually have parties. They're always following
the rules! I shuddered and entered the library too.
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'WHAT THE HELL! THAT'S CHASE!
'WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING HERE?' I asked in shock and
with venom.
'Maybe if you'll speak a little louder the owls will hear you too. I
could ask the same question, by the way.' She said in a loud whisper.
She was on her tiptoes to be the same high I was, but she stills taller
than Pansy.
'But you didn't. Now answer me.' I replied in the same loud whisper.
'As if I had to.' She crossed her arms over her chest and turned around
walking away from me. There's no way she is going to 'win' me on an
argument again!
'Hey, you can't turn away from me!' Yep a bit too childish, maybe.
'Watch me.' She stated simply as she took a book from one of the
shelves. I followed her and grabbed her wrist making her turn her
face.
'I'm not done talking to you, you filthy mudblood.' I whispered in a
murderer tone. I knew she flinched either because of the tone or
because of the word I said.
'Did it make you happier?' We were only a few centimeters away from
each other.
My confused expression told her she could continue.
Mariana's PovI hated it when he called me that and his deep voice and that
murderer tone... I know I flinched but I'm not letting him win, so I
started to do what my grandma taught me: trying to put some reason
in the boy's mind.
'Did it make you happier thinking you affected me when you called
me mudblood? Did it make you feel better than me?'
'I don't think I affected you. I know I did.' I didn't talk so he
continued. 'You flinched when I called you that.'
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'Our eyes were locked. Furius chocolate brown eyes and electric grey
eyes were fighting silently. Everything was blocked, the sounds were
fading and the space between us was suddenly turning blur.
Everything resumed to our eyes, angry ones trying to control the
others.
A look is much more than a million words. A look sends more emotions
than three simple words: I hate you.
Suddenly, the doors open and a very old woman appears. Malfoy lets
go of me and walks away. Awesome! I think he won this one!
Ugrhhh.....
I put the book on the shelf again not wanting to read right now.
I went to the Great Hall and Ron and Harry were already there. For
how long did I and Malfoy stand still simply staring at each other?
'Hi, Harry. Hi Ron.' They were wearing simple clothes, just like me.
Comfy clothes are always the best.
'Where have you been?' Ron asked. 'I asked Lavender and she said you
were already gone when she woke up.'
'I woke up at six and a half and went to the library. Why what time is
it?' I asked as I took a seat next to Ron turning my back to the
Slytherin table with only Malfoy seating there.
Hahaha... Renegade! I mentally put my tongue out as some four-yearold kid.
Stop being like a child Mariana!
'It's eight o'clock.' Harry said before eating some eggs.
'Wow. I didn't realize that.' I chose to eat eggs and bacon. It was going
to be a long day!
When we finished Harry and Ron got up.
'Ready to know as much as we know about Hogwarts?' They asked at
the same time.
I got up saying. 'Let's go'
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Rock in Rio
BY JOANA TEIXEIRA - CAE1

Rock in Rio is a music festival that is taking place on the
23rd, 24th, 29th and 30th of June 2018, in Parque da
Bela Vista, Lisbon, Portugal.
This festival takes place in multiple cities around the world,
not just in Lisbon, but Rio de Janeiro is the place of this
prolific festival’s birth. The city for which it is named
certainly does justice to this grand gathering, which
features stunning musical performances as well as
educational and thought-provoking discussions about
environmentally significant topics.
There will be different kinds of musicians performing, like
Bruno Mars. The music is for all the ages and tastes and
there will also be a place where children can play and do
multiple activities.
For more info go and check this link:
https://rockinriolisboa.sapo.pt/lisboa/en/infos .

Burning Man
BY TOMÁS BARBOSA - CAE1

When it comes to summer festivals, Burning Man is quite
unique. This festival takes place in Nevada`s Black Rock
Desert, which becomes a temporary metropolis dedicated to
community and art. At Burning Man, instead of the
performance of famous bands and singers, there are
numerous interactive sculptures which consist in various
forms of self-expression and are usually related to a theme
chosen by the organizers. In 2018 the theme will be “I
Robot”.
Traditionally, on the Saturday evening of the event the
symbolic ritual burning of a large wooden effigy occurs,
thus giving the name Burning Man to the festival. Burning
Man`s true purpose is to be an alternative to the mass
culture and consumerist society, where creativity
flourishes.
You can find more information about the festival at
https://burningman.org/event/. And if you are lucky you
can still buy tickets for Burning Man 2018.
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Coachella
BY DIANA ZINCHENKO - CAE1

The Coachella Festival is an annual music and arts festival
that takes place in Indigo, California. It is one of the largest,
most famous and most profitable music festivals in the
United States and in the world.
The event features musical artists from many music genres
such as rock, hip hop, indie and electronic dance music.
Apart from the concerts, there are art installations and
sculptures too since it’s also an arts festival.
The people who attend it always try to dress in artsy and
colourful clothes - that’s where the “Coachella style”
expression comes from.
The festival is only held across two weekends in April, so
the tickets sell out really fast.
For more information visit: http://splash.coachella.com/

MeoSudoeste
BY DIOGO DIAS - CAE1

Meo Sudoeste is a well-known summer festival in Portugal,
in Zambujeira do Mar. In the past years some household
names like the Portuguese band “Xutos e Pontapés” or the
famous band “Daft Punk”, have performance at this
festival.
This year, Meo Sudoeste is going to take place between 7th
and 11th of August. In spite of this, there´s no information
about the artists that will performance, yet. But following
what has happened in the last years, when lots of celebrities
came, I´d hazard a guess that this year won´t be different.
So why don´t you take part in this experience? If you go to
the concert, you certainly won´t get disappointed because of
the awesome artists that you´ll be able to see live, and all
the party environment that is made by thousands of fans
watching the concert.
For more information go to http://sudoeste.meo.pt/.
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Tomorrowland
BY ISABEL PATACHO - CAE1

Tomorrowland is the biggest electronic music festival in the
world, featuring the most popular DJs on the planet, mindblowing stage design and spectacular firework displays:
there’s nothing else like tomorrowland.
Since it all started back in 2005, the Belgium festival has
gone onto reach the pinnacle of dance music, showcasing
only the best DJs, like David Guetta, Martin Garrix, DJ
Snake, Dimitri Vegas and Alesso, attracting fans from all
four corners of the globe.
And with this level of popularity comes the fact that tickets
and packages have always sold out in a matter of minutes.
Also, it was extended to two weekends and the number of
visitors is way bigger (in 2016 there were 180000 visitors
and in 2017 there were 400000!!!). For anyone lucky
enough to go to this festival they’re guaranteed to have the
weekend of a lifetime.
Another cool aspect about this festival is the fact that it
takes place in a big field and has lots of entertaining things
besides music.
Find more information on
https://www.tomorrowland.com/global/
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Meo Marés Vivas
BY ANA SOFIA BASTO, INÊS PINTO AND JOANA PINTO - FCE1

Meo Marés Vivas is one of the biggest festivals in Portugal.
it happens in the summer by the river on the other side of
Douro River, near the famous Wine Cellars. It's a really cool
festival, because the concerts begin late in the afternoon
and you can enjoy the sunset while listening to music and
drinking cold beverages. What's better than that?
The first edition was in 1999 and it has had famous
musicians like Placebo, Ben Harper, Mika, Elton John, Tom
Odell, Kodaline, Sting, Scorpions, Bastille and Lukas
Graham, who are the biggest in Pop Rock music. there are
Portuguese names as well, such as D.A.M.A., António
Zambujo, Dengaz and Rui Veloso, amongst others.
The festival has many groups for all ages and tastes. It is
located in a small place and it provides a safe environment.
It is a really good festival that brings many tourists to the
city.
Find more information on
http://maresvivas.meo.pt
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EDP Beach Party
BY INÊS, GONÇALO, AFONSO AND MARGARIDA - FCE1

EDP Beach Party is a well-known electronic music festival.
It is organised by Nova Era Radio Station and it brings
important DJs, famous world wide, such as Martin Garrix
and Hardwell, who can also be seen in Tomorrowland
festival.
This show brings people from other countries, which
provides a better economy for Portugal. Every year,
thousands of people attend the festival and, because of that,
our country is becoming more popular with a high tourist
rate.
People can safely enjoy the event, meet new people, have a
great time and watch the sunset by the sea. They can feel a
new level of adrenaline and excitement, while listening to
live music. It is a unique experience that will remain in
your memory forever.
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NOS Primavera Sound, Porto
BY MARIANA, BEATRIZ, ANTÓNIO AND ANA FILIPA - FCE1

When you think of indie/alternative music in Porto, the first
thing that comes to your mind is NOS Primavera Sound.
This festival happens in an open space.
The perfect location between the city park and the beach
makes it a unique festival, perfectly integrated in the city
spirit and dynamics.
The last edition of the event had more than 90,000 people
from 40 different countries. Not only this festival brings
good music, but It also helps improve our country's economy.
If you are a fan of Miguel, PJ Harvey, Justice and BonIver,
you missed a great opportunity to see them live, so you
mustn't miss the next edition with Nick Cave and Thomas
York.
Good weather, nice people, different types of music and the
perfect place gives you the opportunity of a lifetime.
Find more information on
https://www.nosprimaverasound.com
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American Football
BY EDUARDO CRUZ, MANUEL VIEIRA, PEDRO VAN ZELLER,
JOÃO BARBOSA, BRUNO MC CRORIE

American Football is a game of physical contact and ability.
It has its origins in the USA in 1869.
This game is played by two teams of 11 players each. It
derives from rugby and it involves a lot of body contact
between the teams as the players try to pass the ball
towards their opponents’ side of the field
The objective of the game is to score points by crossing the
opponents’ goal line with the ball.
This is called ‘Touchdown’. Another way of scoring is to
kick the ball between the tall goalposts.
The game lasts 60 minutes, which are divided in 4 parts of
15 minutes each.
American Football is played on a field of 120 yards (approx.
109.728 m) long by 53 yards (approx.48.46 m) wide.
Some of the protection equipment that the players must
wear is the helmet, shoulder, ribs and hip pads.
Why do we want this sport at our school?
We do, because it involves a lot of team work, we need to be
fit, it is funny and an amazing game!

The objective of
the game is to
score points by
crossing the
opponents’ goal
line with the ball.
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Maroon 5
BY JOÃO FERREIRA, FRANCISCO SOUSA, RITA MARTINS AND
ANITA NETO
PRE-TEENS (SATURDAY)

Our favourite band is Maroon 5. They are an American pop
rock band. The members of the band are: Adam Levine
(lead vocalist), Jesse Carmichael (Keyboardist and guitarist),
Mickey Madden (bassist), James Valentine (lead guitarist),
Matt Flynn (drummer), PJ Morton (keyboardist) and Sam
Farrar (multi-instrumentalist).
Our favourite songs are: Sugar, Cold, Moves like Jagger,
Animals and Don´t wanna know.
Their website is maroon5.com.
They are a fantastic band and we love them!

Their funniest video clip is ‘Don´t wanna know’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
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Imagine Dragons
BY LUCAS VARELA, MIGUEL TELES, BERNARDO FERREIRA,
LEANDRA
YLO

Our favourite band is Imagine Dragons. They’re a famous
indie rock band from Las Vegas in the USA.
They’re all American. Their names are: Daniel Wayne
Sermon, Ben Makee, Dan Reynolds, Dan Platzman
Paniivary, Andrew Tolman, Aurora Florence, Brittany
Tolmar, Dave Lembeck, and Andrew Beck. They’re famous
all over the world.
They’re fantastic!
Our favourite Imagine Dragon’s song is Believer.
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Bruno Mars
BY ANAISA RIBEIRO, ANDRÉ AMARAL, HELENA FONSECA,
LAURA MOREIRA, MANUEL DIAS, PEDRO LOPES, RITA
MARQUES, TOMÁS CUNHA, VICTOR MORAIS, LEONOR LIMA
YLO

His real name is Peter Gene Hernandez.
He is from Honolulu in Hawaii and he is thirty-two years
old.
He is a singer, a composer and a dancer.
He is a pop singer.
His most famous songs are: “Just the way you are”,
“Billionaire”, “Treasure”, “Grenade”, etc.
Our favourite is “24 K Magic “
He is not very tall and slim.
He’s got brown eyes and brown hair.
HE is AWESOME!

D.A.M.A.
BY INÊS PINHO, JOANA PINHO, RODRIGO MADEIRA, MATILDE
SIVA, MATILDE OSÒRIO, ADRIANA
YLO

Our favourite band is D.A.M.A. They’re a famous pop/rap
band from Portugal. They’re all Portuguese. Their names
are: Miguel Coimbra, Miguel Cristovinho and Francico
Pereira.
Our favourite song is “Não dà”.
They’re awesome!
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Lusitano
BY FILIPE MAIA
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• Restaurant “O Lusitano” is located in Matosinhos on a
street near Serpa Pinto Avenue named Heróis de França. It
is in a good place since there are lots of people and other
restaurants in that area.
• You will not be amazed when you first enter the place as
the food is grilled at the entrance of the restaurant, which is
very common in Matosinhos despite being somewhat illegal.
Inside it does not look too pretty either. It rather looks like
a restaurant located in a village than in a city. Besides its
appearance, it is actually popular so if you do not book a
table early your only choice is waiting or going to one of
many other restaurants in the area.
• Although its looks might be a bit of a letdown, its food,
however, is what you should be focused on. It offers a wide
variety of fresh fish for you to choose from but if you are
not into fish then it also has meat –though I would
definitely choose the fish. When I went there I had grilled
sole paired with white rice and fried chips. Not one of the
fanciest dishes but rather a tasty one.
• As I said before, the products are all fresh and homemade.
It has an average variety of wine, which the waiters
recommend to pair with the dish. One big advantage is the
price. A fish restaurant with fresh fish all the time is never
cheap. However, “O Lusitano” is cheap enough for you to go
there at least once a month!
• The staff is very nice and they always try to satisfy their
clients’ needs. The owner is also the main chef so,
unfortunately, you will not see him too often.
• Despite of its appearance and the only thing good going for
it being the fish, I was very satisfied with the food and
service quality. For this reason and many others, you might
discover yourself, I highly recommend going to the “O
Lusitano” restaurante.
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Capa Negra
BY JOÃO ALMEIDA
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The best francesinha is in Capa Negra that is located in
Campo Alegre, Oporto.
We decided to go there because my grandfather
recommended it to us (my family and me), so we went there,
and we really enjoyed it.
As you enter the place you are greeted by wood panelling,
which gives the restaurant a neat rustic look. It´s a quiet
place, despite it being busy because many people go there.
The food is really good and there is a huge variety of it for
example shellfish, fish, meat and others, but the most
famous dish is Francesinha .
The prices aren´t expensive so that´s really good.
The wine is not the best, there is no variety and the prices
are a bit high.
The waiters are very helpful and the service is really quick
.The owner is really nice and helps the service and the
waiters.
I recommend the restaurant because the food is delicious,
the service and the waiters are nice and if you are lucky,
you can chat with the owner.

Capa negra is a restaurant, which offers the best
Francesinha in all Portugal.
It is not a very modern restaurant so the decoration is not
that elaborate.
Capa Negra a very comfortable restaurant and the staff is
very efficient and helpful.
The restaurant is located in the center of the city, in
Rotunda da Boavista. Due to this, it is always full of people.
Capa Negra is open every day from 12h p.m. to 1h a.m.
You can choose from wide variety of dishes, but it is best
known for their Francesinhas. When FC Porto wins their
games, almost every fan goes to Capa Negra to celebrate.
I really recommend this restaurant because they have the
best Francesinhas in all world and the food is not
overpriced.

Capa Negra
BY CARLOTA MILHEIRO
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Music Quiz
BY STUDENTS FROM PRE-TEENS
(WEDNESDAY - LEÇA)

How much do you know music? Do the quiz and find out.
1. How old is Bruno Mars?
2. How many members does the band “Imagine Dragons” have?
3. What nationality is Shakira?
4. What do Ed Sheeran’s fans call themselves?
5. What is the name of the Maroon 5 drummer?
6. Where was Rhianna born?
7. Which country won the Junior Eurovision song Contest in 2017?
8. Where will the Eurovision Song Contest be in 2018?

Answers: 1. 32; 2. 4; 3. Columbian; 4. “Sheerios”;
5. Matt Flynn; 6. Saint Michael, Barbados; 7.
Russia; 8. MEO Arena, Lisbon.

Technology
Crossword
BY PRE-PET (FOZ)

2. Grease a round cake tin
with butter and flour.
3. Break the chocolate into
small pieces, together with
the butter and put the
mixture in the microwave
oven for 1 or 2 minutes
until it melts. Mix it and
put the mixture aside.

6. Spoon into the prepared
cake tin and level the
surface.
7. Bake in the centre of the
oven for approximately 45
minutes or until the cake
feels firm to the touch.
8. While it bakes in the
oven, separate the white
filling of the Oreos, and
use the blender to crush
the biscuits very finely.

9. When the cake is baked,
remove it from the tin
while is hot and let it cool
down completely.
10. When it is at room
temperature, create a
Christmas Tree shape (or
your own) and make it on
top of the cake using the
fresh cream.
11. We suggest putting the
crushed Oreos in the dish
around the cake and
sprinkle each slice as you
serve them.

NOITARAPERP

4. Add the sugar, the eggs
and the flour together and
beat with an electric
blender until it becomes a
cream.

5. Finally, add the
chocolate and butter
cream to the mixture and
mix thoroughly until
blended.

GNIREVOC - STNEIDERGNI

140C/275F/Gas 1.

We had a lot of fun
baking this cake with
our friends! We wish
you a Happy
Christmas!

EKAC - STNEIDERGNI

EKAC SAMX
1. Pre-heat the oven at

Fresh cream to make a
Christmas tree shape or
your own
Crushed Oreos for the
sides

5 free range eggs
200g of caster sugar
200g of butter
200g of dark
chocolate
100g of self-rising
flower

Xmas Cake
BY MANEL AND ROSARINHO

http://www.ihporto.org

